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Abstract

Recent semi-supervised semantic segmentation methods
combine pseudo labeling and consistency regularization to
enhance model generalization from perturbation-invariant
training. In this work, we argue that adequate supervi-
sion can be extracted directly from the geometry of fea-
ture space. Inspired by density-based unsupervised clus-
tering, we propose to leverage feature density to locate
sparse regions within feature clusters defined by label and
pseudo labels. The hypothesis is that lower-density fea-
tures tend to be under-trained compared with those densely
gathered. Therefore, we propose to apply regularization on
the structure of the cluster by tackling the sparsity to in-
crease intra-class compactness in feature space. With this
goal, we present a Density-Guided Contrastive Learning
(DGCL) strategy to push anchor features in sparse regions
toward cluster centers approximated by high-density posi-
tive keys. The heart of our method is to estimate feature
density which is defined as neighbor compactness. We de-
sign a multi-scale density estimation module to obtain the
density from multiple nearest-neighbor graphs for robust
density modeling. Moreover, a unified training framework is
proposed to combine label-guided self-training and density-
guided geometry regularization to form complementary su-
pervision on unlabeled data. Experimental results on PAS-
CAL VOC and Cityscapes under various semi-supervised
settings demonstrate that our proposed method achieves
state-of-the-art performances. The project is available
at https://github.com/Gavinwxy/DGCL.

1. Introduction
Semantic segmentation, as an essential computer vision

task, has seen significant advances along with the rise of
deep learning [4, 30, 46]. Nevertheless, training segmenta-
tion models requires massive pixel-level annotations which
can be time-consuming and laborious to obtain. Therefore,
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(a) Feature clusters (b) Local density estimation

Figure 1. Illustration of feature density within clusters. (a) Pixel-
level features of 5 classes extracted from PASCAL VOC 2012 [12]
with prediction confidence over 0.95. (b) Feature density esti-
mated by the averaged distance of 16 nearest neighbor features.

semi-supervised learning is introduced in semantic segmen-
tation and is drawing growing interest. It aims to design a
label-efficient training scheme with limited annotated data
to allow better model generalization by leveraging addi-
tional unlabeled images.

The key in semi-supervised semantic segmentation lies
in mining extra supervision from unlabeled samples. Re-
cent studies focus on learning consistency-based regular-
ization [13, 29, 32, 51] and designing self-training pipelines
[15, 19, 43, 44]. Inspired by the advances in representation
learning [17,24], another line of works [28,40,47–49] intro-
duce contrastive learning on pixel-level features to enhance
inter-class separability. Though previous works have shown
effectiveness, their label-guided learning scheme solely re-
lies on classifier knowledge, while the structure information
of feature space is under-explored. In this work, we argue
that effective supervision can be extracted from the geome-
try of feature clusters to complement label supervision.

Feature density, measured by local compactness, has
shown its potential to reveal feature patterns in unsuper-
vised clustering algorithms such as DBSCAN [11]. The
density-peak assumption [33] states that cluster centers are
more likely located in dense regions. Inversely, features in
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sparse areas tend to be less representative within the clus-
ter, so they require extra attention. The sparsity exists even
within features that are confidently predicted by the classi-
fier. As shown in Fig. 1, pixel-level features are extracted
on labeled and unlabeled images from 5 classes in PASCAL
VOC 2012 dataset, all with high prediction confidence. Ev-
ident density variation still exists within each cluster, indi-
cating varying learning difficulty among features, which the
classifier fails to capture.

In this work, we propose a learning strategy named
Density-Guided Contrastive Learning (DGCL) to mine ef-
fective supervision from cluster structure of unlabeled data.
Specifically, we initialize categorical clusters based on la-
beled features and enrich them with unlabeled features
which are confidently predicted. Then, sparsity hunting
is conducted in each in-class feature cluster to locate low-
density features as anchors. Meanwhile, features in dense
regions are selected to approximate the cluster centers and
serve as the positive keys. Then, feature contrast is applied
to push the anchors toward their positive keys, explicitly
shrinking sparse regions to enforce more compact clusters.

The core of our method is feature density estimation. We
measure local density by the average distance between the
target feature and its nearest neighbors. For robust esti-
mation, categorical memory banks are proposed to break
the limitation on mini-batch, so in-class density can be es-
timated in a feature-to-bank style where class distribution
can be approximated globally. When building the nearest
neighbor graph, densities estimated by fewer neighbors tend
to focus on the local region, which prevents capturing true
cluster centers. On the other hand, graphs with too many
neighbors cause over-smoothed estimation, which harms
accurate sparsity mining. Therefore, we propose multi-
scale nearest neighbor graphs to determine the final density
by combining estimations from graphs of different sizes.

We evaluate the proposed method on PASCAL VOC
2012 [12] and Cityscapes [8] under various semi-supervised
settings, where our approach achieves state-of-the-art per-
formances. Our contributions are summarized as follows:

• We propose a density-guided contrastive learning strat-
egy to tackle semi-supervised semantic segmentation
by mining effective supervision from the geometry in
feature space.

• We propose a multi-scale density estimation module
combined with dynamic memory banks to capture fea-
ture density robustly.

• We propose a unified learning framework consisting
of label-guided self-training and density-guided fea-
ture learning, in which two schemes complement each
other. Experiments show that our method achieves
state-of-the-art performances.

2. Related Works

Semi-Supervised Learning. Semi-supervised learning
(SSL) is a well-studied topic and recent researches can be
summarized in two branches which are entropy minimiza-
tion [14, 41, 50] and consistency regularization [2, 21, 26,
35,37,38,45]. Entropy minimization aims to assign pseudo
labels on unlabeled data with knowledge from provided la-
bels and then re-train the model on the combined dataset.
Consistency regularization focuses on designing perturba-
tions on input data and enforcing the model to have simi-
lar predictions on the same data under different augmenta-
tions. MixMatch [2] performs label-guessing on unlabeled
data as the average predictions on its multiple augmented
versions. FixMatch [37] proposes to generate pseudo la-
bels from confident predictions on weakly augmented im-
ages and use them to supervise the prediction of its strongly
augmented version. Moreover, FlexMatch [45] notices that
training difficulty varies among classes, so it proposes class-
dependent confidence thresholds for pseudo-label filtering.

Semi-Supervised Semantic Segmentation. The success
of SSL in image classification inspires research on seman-
tic segmentation. Early works [20, 31] apply generative
models combined with adversarial training to generate high-
quality pseudo labels. Recent works pay attention to con-
sistency regularization to design sophisticated data pertur-
bation strategies. French et al. [13] introduces image-level
strong augmentations including CutOut and CutMix. Fea-
ture perturbations [29, 32] are proposed to explore consis-
tency in feature level. Then, CPS [7] applies two models
with the same architecture but different initialization to cre-
ate pseudo labels for each other to conduct cross-pseudo
supervision. PseudoSeg [51] adopts grad-CAM based on
image-level labels to enhance the quality of pseudo la-
bels on unlabeled data. Motivated by contrastive learn-
ing, a series of work [1, 25, 28, 40, 47–49] focus on en-
forcing relations among representations in feature space.
Alonso et al. [1] introduces a memory bank to store high-
quality class features and perform positive-only contrastive
learning. PC2Seg [48] proposes to align features of the
same pixel under different augmentations while such align-
ment is also introduced on the same pixel under differ-
ent context [25]. To take full advantage of pseudo labels,
U2PL [40] transforms unreliable pseudo labels into effec-
tive supervision for negative contrast. The methods above
explore supervision on unlabeled data solely relying on the
categorical information provided by the model classifier.
Unlike previous works, our approach probes the geometry
of feature clusters and extracts effective supervision from
carefully selected anchors and keys.

Contrastive Learning. Image-level contrastive learning
has shown promising results in self-supervised learning.
Typical methods MoCo [17] and SimCLR [6] propose
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pipelines to learn augmentation-invariant representations
which show superior performance over their supervised pre-
training counterparts. SupCon [24] points out that con-
trastive learning can also benefit supervised learning with
label-guided feature contrast. In our work, we adopt the
spirit of contrastive learning to guide the learning of pixel-
level features. Apart from label information, feature density
is transformed as training signals to boost the model perfor-
mance at few cost.

3. Methodology
3.1. Overview

Given a small labeled dataset Dl = {(xl
i, y

l
i)}, and mas-

sive unlabeled images Du = {xu
i }, semi-supervised seman-

tic segmentation aims to mine effective supervision from
unlabeled images with the help of limited annotations, to
achieve comparable segmentation performance to its fully
supervised counterpart.

Fig. 2 gives an overview of the proposed method. The
framework is built upon a teacher-student network de-
scribed in Section 3.2. It consists of two main training
strategies: a) Label-guided training, where model is super-
vised by annotations and pseudo labels to learn pixel-level
category assignment, which is described in Section 3.3. b)
Density-guided contrastive learning to regularize the struc-
tures of clusters in feature space, which is described in Sec-
tion 3.4. The core of our method is the density estimation
process, which is shown in grey region in Fig. 2 (b) and
described in Section 3.4.1 in details. In each mini-batch,
we evaluate density to locate features in sparse regions as
anchors. Meanwhile, representative features in the mem-
ory bank are extracted to serve as positive keys. Contrastive
loss is minimized by pushing low-density anchors towards
the approximated cluster center, dynamically shrinking the
cluster volume and increasing in-cluster compactness.

3.2. Teacher-Student Network

We build our framework on a teacher-student network.
The student network fθ, parameterized by θ, is optimized
by gradient descent while the teacher model fθ′ is updated
as the exponential moving average (EMA) of the student as:

θ′ = αθ′ + (1− α)θ, (1)

where α ∈ [0, 1] controls the pace of update. For unlabeled
images, pseudo labels are generated from teacher model
predictions as robust supervision to guide the training. The
pseudo labels provide class information to learn pixel clas-
sification, and also they help to extract feature maps in each
mini-batch to serve for in-class feature contrast. The student
model is optimized by a unified loss function:

L = Lsup + λunsupLunsup + λcontraLcontra, (2)

where Lsup is the supervised loss and Lunsup is the self-
training loss on unlabeled data. Lcontra is the density-
guided contrastive loss. Losses are described in detail in
the following sections.

3.3. Learning Label-Guided Pixel Classification

Learning with Ground Truth. Given a batch of Nl la-
beled images {(xl

i, y
l
i)}Nl

i=1 ∈ Dl, cross-entropy loss is ap-
plied to supervise pixel-level classification:

Lsup = − 1

Nl

1

HW

Nl∑
i=1

HW∑
j=1

ℓce(p
l
ij , y

l
ij), (3)

where plij = fθ(x
l
ij) is the probability prediction by the

student network on j-th pixel in i-th labeled image and ylij
the corresponding pixel annotations. W and H represent
the image width and height.
Learning with Pseudo Labels. For unlabeled images
{xu

i }Nu
i=1, we adopt predictions from teacher model p̂u =

fθ′(xu) to generate online pseudo labels as:

yuij = argmax
c

p̂uij . (4)

A progressive label filtering strategy is applied to pseudo
labels to guarantee robust training. Entropy is adopted to
measure prediction certainty. In early training, we only
select most certain teacher predictions as pseudo labels to
avoid potential label noise. As training proceeds, more pre-
dictions can be involved to expand effective supervision.
Entropy is calculated for each pixel prediction as follows:

H(p̂ij) = −
C∑

c=1

p̂cij log p̂
c
ij . (5)

For iteration t, predictions with top βt percentile entropy
values are filtered out in each mini-batch. βt are decreased
linearly with t from β0 to 0 as βt = β0(1− t/T ) where T is
total training iterations. The threshold value ηβt

is extracted
from entropy values of current prediction batch {H(p̂u)} as
the ηβt -th percentile value. Then, the student model can be
supervised by the filtered pseudo labels with loss:

Lunsup = − 1

Nu

1

HW

Nu∑
i=1

HW∑
j=1

ℓce(p
u
ij , y

u
ij)·1(H(p̂uij) < ηβt

),

(6)
where pu = fθ(x

u) are student predictions on unlabeled
images.

3.4. Learning Density-Guided Feature Contrast

The student segmentation model contains a feature en-
coder h which encodes pixels into features vij = h(xij),
before being classified by classifier. Following [6], a pro-
jection head g is attached to map extracted features into a
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Figure 2. Overview of the proposed unified learning framework (best viewed in color). (a) shows the label-guided training on the teacher-
student network. The upper branch depicts the supervised training process on student model fθ to minimize Lsup, while in the lower
branch, teacher model fθ′ is updated as the exponential moving average (EMA) of the student to provide robust pseudo labels on the
unlabeled images. The filtered pseudo labels are used to supervise the student model to minimize Lunsup. (b) presents our density-guided
contrastive learning strategy. In mini-batch, feature maps (green blocks) of plane are extracted by true and pseudo masks. Then, for each
feature vector, we build per-feature nearest neighbor graphs where all the neighbors are from the memory containing plane features (orange
blocks). The density is estimated by averaged neighbor similarity. Then plane features in mini-batch are ranked by their density values,
and those with the lowest density are selected as anchors. The contrastive loss Lcontra is minimized by pushing those anchors towards the
cluster center approximated by high-density features in the memory bank.

projection space zij = g(vij) where contrastive learning is
applied. We estimate feature density on V = {v} for sam-
ple selection while the contrastive loss is performed on their
corresponding projections Z = {z}.

3.4.1 Neighbor Compactness as Feature Density

Inspired by density-peak assumption [33], our contrastive
learning strategy aims to increase in-class cluster compact-
ness by pushing features in sparse regions towards the class
center approximated by densely gathered features. We pro-
pose to use feature density as an indicator to decide which
feature should be selected as anchors.

Modelling In-class Feature Distribution. Before we can
measure in-class feature density, we must acquire an ap-
proximation of the class feature distribution. In-image or in-
batch categorical features can only provide a limited view of
the class. Therefore, we propose dynamic memory banks
to collect categorical features across the whole dataset for
more comprehensive modeling of class features. In each
mini-batch, class features are extracted by student encoder
h based on annotations and filtered pseudo labels. For class
c, feature memory Pc is updated in a First-In, First-Out
(FIFO) style while preserving a fixed size. To avoid features
in large objects dominating the bank, we set a threshold for

a single update, and sub-sample image features to absorb
more images to increase the diversity of the bank.

Building Nearest Neighbor Graphs. As shown in Fig. 2
(b), features of class c are extracted from mini-batch as
Vc = {v1, v2, . . . , vm}, with the help of ground truth
and pseudo labels. In grey region of Fig. 2 (b), we mea-
sure the density of each v in a feature-to-bank style, by
building a k-nearest neighbor graph for v in Pc ∪ {v} as
Nk(v) = {v′1, v′2, · · · , v′k}. Such a setting aims to avoid
in-image feature connections to guarantee an estimation in
a global view. Then, following [27], the density d(v) is cal-
culated as the averaged cosine similarity between v and its
k neighbors as:

d(v) =
1

|Nk(v)|
∑

v′∈Nk(v)

vT v′

∥v∥ · ∥v′∥ , (7)

where ∥·∥ denotes the L2-norm of a vector. The calcu-
lated densities {d(v)} are collected for later sample selec-
tions. Meanwhile, batch features with their density values
{(v, d(v))} are used to update the corresponding memory.

Multi-Scale Density Estimation. Density estimated by
a small number of neighbors tends to focus on the lo-
cal region, while graphs with many neighbors lead to a
more smoothed estimation which provides a larger view.
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To obtain robust density estimation, we propose multi-
scale nearest neighbor graphs for target feature vector v as
{Nk1

,Nk2
, ...,Nkn

}, where k1 < k2 < ... < kn. We cal-
culate density values d1, d2, ..., dn with different graphs by
Eq. 7. The final estimation is calculated as the averaged
density values:

d(v) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

di(v). (8)

3.4.2 Density-Guided Sampling on Anchors and Keys

With density estimation from Section 3.4.1, we perform
density-guided anchor and key selection for categorical fea-
tures in each mini-batch.

Low-Density Anchor Sampling. Anchor selection is
critical in our proposed method since it largely determines
the quality of supervision. Our sampling strategy aims to
locate the anchor features that can provide the most effec-
tive supervision. We propose to use density to measure
the “hardness” of training for each feature. Features with
low-density values indicate that they are less representative
in the class, in other words, under-trained for the current
model state. Thus, tackling features in the sparse region
will primarily benefit the learning process.

For all features of one specific category in a mini-batch,
we first estimate their density referring to the correspond-
ing memory bank. Then they are ranked by their density
values. For class c, features with the lowest Nq densities
are selected as anchors and stored in Qc:

Qc = { qc | d(qc) ⩽ a }, (9)

where a indicates the Nq-th least density values for in-class
features in current mini-batch.

High-Density Positive Key Sampling. We assume that
most representative in-class features lie in dense regions.
Thus, we approximate class centers with only high-density
features to guide the anchors. In training, a total N+

r high-
density positive keys are sampled from the mini-batch and
the memory bank. In-batch features can provide fresh and
in-object contrast, while the global memory bank shows
a more comprehensive and diversified categorical pattern.
Thus, two sets of features are assumed to complement each
other to provide a robust center estimation. In each mini-
batch, positive keys of class c with largest 1

2N
+
r densities

are selected and stored in Rc,+
local as:

Rc,+
local = { rclocal | d(rclocal) ⩾ bclocal }, (10)

where bclocal represents the 1
2N

+
r -th largest in-class density

values for current batch. Similarly, in the memory bank

of class c, features are ranked by their density values and
another 1

2N
+
r keys are selected as:

Rc,+
global = { rcglobal | d(rcglobal) ⩾ bcglobal }, (11)

with bcglobal indicating 1
2N

+
r -th largest in-bank density.

Then, with unified positive keys Rc,+ = Rc,+
local ∪ Rc,+

global,
categorical cluster center is approximated as:

rc,+center =
1

|Rc,+|
∑

r+∈Rc,+

r+. (12)

Random Negative Key Sampling. Unlike other works
that carefully select negative keys, our method sets a rel-
atively loose standard for negative key sampling. We ran-
domly sample N−

r out-of-class features in current batch for
each anchor of class c as Rc,− = {r−} to form negative
contrast pairs.

3.4.3 Optimization on Feature Contrast

A pixel-level contrastive loss function is performed to en-
courage a low-density anchors a to be similar to the cluster
center r+center, which is approximated by high-density pos-
itive keys r+ locally and globally. Note that all features
need to be projected by the projection head g before being
optimized by contrastive loss. Our loss design follows Sup-
Con [24]. The sample selection and optimization are con-
ducted across all classes in a mini-batch as shown in Eq. 13,
where τ is the temperature parameter.

Lcontra = −
∑
c∈C

∑
q∈Qc

log
exp(g(q) · g(rc,+center)/τ)∑

rc,−∈Rc,−
exp(g(q) · g(rc,−)/τ) .

(13)

4. Experiments
4.1. Experimental Setup

Datasets. PASCAL VOC 2012 [12] is a standard se-
mantic segmentation benchmark containing 20 foreground
classes and one background class. It was initially built with
1464 finely annotated training images and 1449 validation
images. Later the SBD dataset [16] extended the training set
with extra coarse annotations to 10582 labeled images. Fol-
lowing previous works [29,40], we conduct experiments on
the original set and blended set separately. Cityscapes [8]
is designed for urban scene understanding. It defines 19 se-
mantic categories, and the training and validation sets con-
tain 2975 and 500 finely annotated images separately.

To generate semi-supervised data splits for both datasets,
we follow the partition protocols in [29] to randomly sample
1/16, 1/8, 1/4 and 1/2 from the whole training set as the
labeled set while the rest serves as the unlabeled set.
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Table 1. Comparison with state-of-the-art methods on PASCAL VOC 2012 val set with mIoU results (%) ↑. Methods are trained under
classic setting. Labeled images are from the high-quality training set comprising 1464 samples. The fractions and the following integers
denote the proportions and numbers of labeled images, respectively.

Method 1/16 (92) 1/8 (183) 1/4 (366) 1/2 (732) Full (1464)

Supervised 45.77 54.92 65.88 71.69 72.50

MT [38] 51.72 58.93 63.86 69.51 70.96
CutMix [13] 52.16 63.47 69.46 73.73 76.54
CPS [7] 64.07 67.42 71.71 75.88 -
U2PL [40] 67.98 69.15 73.66 76.16 79.49
ST++ [43] 65.20 71.00 74.60 77.30 79.10
PS-MT [29] 65.80 69.58 76.57 78.42 80.01
PCR [42] 70.06 74.71 77.16 78.49 80.65
GTA-Seg [22] 70.02 73.16 75.57 78.37 80.47

Ours 70.47 77.14 78.73 79.23 81.55

Table 2. Comparison with state-of-the-art methods on PASCAL
VOC 2012 val set with mIoU results (%) ↑. Methods are trained
under blended setting. Labeled images are randomly sampled
from the extended training set, which consists of 10582 samples.

Method 1/16 (662) 1/8 (1323) 1/4 (2646) 1/2 (5291)

Supervised 67.87 71.55 75.80 77.13

MT [38] 70.51 71.53 73.02 76.58
CutMix [13] 71.66 75.51 77.33 78.21
CCT [32] 71.86 73.68 76.51 77.40
GCT [23] 70.90 73.29 76.66 77.98
CPS [7] 74.48 76.44 77.68 78.64
U2PL∗ [40] 74.43 77.60 78.70 79.94
PS-MT [29] 75.50 78.20 78.72 79.76

Ours 76.61 78.37 79.31 80.96

∗ denotes that the results are reproduced with CPS [7] splits.

Table 3. Comparison with state-of-the-art methods on Cityscapes
val set with mIoU results (%) ↑. Labeled images are selected from
Cityscapes train set, which contains 2975 samples.

Method 1/16 (186) 1/8 (372) 1/4 (744) 1/2 (1488)

Supervised 65.74 72.53 74.43 77.83

MT [38] 69.03 72.06 74.20 78.15
CutMix [13] 67.06 71.83 76.36 78.25
CCT [32] 69.32 74.12 75.99 78.10
GCT [23] 66.75 72.66 76.11 78.34
CPS [7] 69.78 74.31 74.58 76.81
U2PL [40] 70.30 74.37 76.47 79.05
PS-MT [29] - 76.89 77.60 79.09
PCR [42] 73.41 76.31 78.40 79.11
GTA-Seg [22] 69.38 72.02 76.08 -

Ours 73.18 77.29 78.48 80.71

Network Architecture. We adopt DeepLabv3+ [5] as the
segmentation head with ResNet-101 [18] pre-trained on Im-
ageNet [10] as the feature encoder. The projection head is

designed as a multi-layer perceptron with a structure as Lin-
ear (256) → BatchNorm → ReLU → Linear (256). The
projection head receives pixel-level features with 512 chan-
nels from the student encoder and projects each feature vec-
tor into a 256-dimensional space.

Evaluation Protocols. We adopt mean of intersection of
union (mIoU) as our evaluation metric. For PASCAL, we
perform single-scale evaluation on center-cropped images.
For Cityscapes, sliding evaluation is performed on the orig-
inal image to obtain the final result. All the evaluation is
based on the results from the teacher network.

Implementation Details. We apply SGD optimizer with
weight decay in training. For PASCAL, the initial learn-
ing rate is 0.001 with weight decay of 0.0001. The model
is trained for 50k iterations with a batch size of 16. For
Cityscapes, we set the initial learning rate as 0.01 with a
weight decay of 0.0001. We train the model for 200k iter-
ations under a batch size of 8. We use polynomial policy
to decay the learning rate in training as: lr = lrinit · (1 −

iter
total iters )

0.9. OHEM loss [36] is adopted for Cityscapes.
Data augmentations are introduced for both labeled and

unlabeled images, including random resize, random crop
and random horizontal flip. Images are cropped as 513×513
for PASCAL and 769 × 769 for Cityscapes in training.
Strong data augmentation CutMix is only applied for un-
labeled images for consistency training.

The initial entropy percentile threshold β0 in Section 3.3
is set as 20%. The loss coefficients λunsup and λcontra in
Eq. 2 are both set as 1. The multi-scale estimation in Sec-
tion 3.4.1 is based on graphs with neighbors of k1 = 8,
k2 = 16 and k3 = 32. We set Nq the number of anchors
in Section 3.4.2 as 256 per class in each mini-batch. For
each anchor, positive keys N+

r and negative keys N−
r are

both set as 512. Note that half positive keys (256) are from
in-batch features while the other half are from the memory
bank. The temperature coefficient τ in Eq. 13 is set as 0.5.
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Table 4. Quantitative comparison of clustering on PASCAL VOC
val images trained on classic 1/8 set. Clusters are extracted by
model predictions. Baseline is trained with self-training.

Silhouette ↑ Calinski-Harbasz ↑ Davies-Boulding ↓
Baseline 0.46 3421.94 1.53
DGCL 0.70 7937.87 1.13

4.2. Comparison with State-of-the-Art Methods

In this section, we compare our framework extensively
with recent semi-supervised semantic segmentation meth-
ods across various datasets and data protocols. For a fair
comparison, all the methods are based on DeepLabV3+
with ResNet-101 backbone. In PASCAL VOC, we evalu-
ate our method in two settings: 1). The classic set where
labeled images are only selected from the high-quality set
with 1464 samples. 2). The blended set where annotations
are randomly drawn from the extended set with 10582 la-
beled images. All data splits strictly follow the settings
adopted in CPS [7], ST++ [43] and PS-MT [29] for both
PASCAL VOC and Cityscapes datasets.

Results on PASCAL VOC 2012. Table 1 reports com-
parison results on PASCAL VOC 2012 val set on classic
setting. The plain supervised baseline shows unsatisfactory
results, especially on low-data regime. Our method brings
significant performance boost over supervised baseline by
+24.70%, +22.22%, +12.85% under 1/16, 1/8 and 1/4 label
partitions respectively. Compared with previous methods,
our approach also yields superior performance. With only
183 and 366 labeled images, our approach outperforms the
previous best by +2.43% and +1.57%, respectively.

Table 2 presents the results on the blended setting. Our
method achieves consistent performance gains over other
baselines. Specifically, our method improves the supervised
baseline by +8.74% and +6.82% on the 1/16 and 1/8 splits,
respectively. Compared to the previous best-performed PS-
MT [29], our method achieves significant improvements on
1/16 and 1/2 by +1.11% and +1.20%, respectively.

Results on Cityscapes. Table 3 shows the comparison re-
sults on the Cityscapes val set. Our method brings con-
sistent performance gains on supervised baselines, e.g.,
+4.76%, 4.05% and +2.88% on 1/8, 1/4 and 1/2 data par-
titions. Our approach outperforms previous state-of-the-
art methods by a notable margin. Specifically, our method
achieves performance gains over the previous best +1.60%
on 1/2 partition protocols.

The results on both PASCAL VOC 2012 and Cityscapes
demonstrate the superiority of our approach, especially on
the low-data regime. The presented performance indicates
the effectiveness of our density-guided contrastive learning
strategy in leveraging unlabeled data.

(b) DGCL(a) Baseline method

Figure 3. t-SNE [39] visualization of feature spaces on PASCAL
VOC val images trained on classic 1/8 set. Clusters are extracted
by model predictions without accessing true labels. We randomly
select 10000 data points to for each class to perform t-SNE with
perplexity parameter of 32. We sample 500 points per class for
the plot. Baseline is trained with self-training. Our DGCL yields
overall better clustering results.

Table 5. Ablation study on main components of the proposed
framework. Lunsup: Unsupervised training with pseudo labels.
Lcontra: Plain contrastive learning where anchors are sampled
randomly and cluster centers are obtained as average pooling of
class features. Density: Density-guided anchor and key sampling
where density is estimated in batch and positive anchors are sam-
pled in batch. Memory: Density is estimated with class memory,
and positive anchors are extended by memory features.

Lunsup Lcontra Density Memory 183 1323

I 54.92 71.55
II ✓ 69.22 75.15
III ✓ ✓ 71.82 76.73
IV ✓ ✓ ✓ 75.83 77.97
V ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 77.14 78.37

Table 6. Ablation study on different sampling strategies in con-
trastive learning. Random: Random sampling. Average: Average
pooling on in-class features. Low/High Conf: Select samples with
the least/highest prediction confidence. Low/High Density: Select
samples with the least/highest density values. For all the cases,
negative keys are randomly sampled in batch features.

Anchors Positive Keys 183 1323

Random Average 71.82 76.73
Low Conf High Conf 71.42 77.11

Low Denisty High Density 77.14 78.37

4.3. Ablation Studies

To investigate contribution of each component in our ap-
proach, we conduct ablation study on 1/8 (183) classic and
1/8 (1323) blended data splits in PASCAL VOC 2012.
Clustering Performance Comparison. One important
claim is that our DGCL learns better representations in fea-
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Table 7. Ablation study on neighbor numbers. Multi-Scale: Multi-
scale density estimation on [8, 16, 32] neighbors with Eq. 8.

Neighbors 8 16 32 64 Multi-Scale

183 76.57 76.71 76.89 74.59 77.14
1323 77.74 78.16 78.12 77.66 78.37

ture space. We conduct experiments to verify it visually
and quantitatively. We extract clusters from PASCAL val
set with model trained on classic 1/8 set. Feature categories
are assigned by model predictions. Fig. 3 compares fea-
ture spaces learned by self-training baseline and DGCL. It is
evident that our method generates more separable clusters.
In Table 4, we evaluate the clustering performance from
different aspects by metrics of Silhouette [34], Calinski-
Harbasz [3] and Davies-Boulding [9] scores, which show
that DGCL significantly improve over baseline to generate
more compact clusters with higher inter-cluster separability.
Density-Guided Contrastive Learning. We ablate the
main framework in Table 5 to manifest the effectiveness of
DGCL. We use models from supervised only (Experiment
I) and self-training (Experiment II) as two baselines. Then
plain contrastive learning with random sampling strategy is
introduced in Experiment III and only brings limited gain
on two data splits. Experiment VI demonstrates that intro-
ducing density information to guide the training (in-batch
density estimation and positive key sampling) significantly
boosts the performance by +4.01% and +1.24% on 183 and
1323 partitions respectively. In Experiment V, the perfor-
mance is further improved by +1.31% and +0.40% on two
settings when density is estimated in memory and positive
keys are extended by memory features, which indicates the
importance of leveraging memory bank in our framework.
Different Sampling Strategies. We validate the effec-
tiveness of density-guided sampling strategy by comparing
it with other strategies as shown in Table 6. As baseline,
random anchor sampling select anchors without consider-
ing their hardness. Also, the cluster center is simply es-
timated as the average pooling of all in-class features, in-
evitably involving less representative samples, leading to in-
efficient training with lowest performances. Prediction con-
fidence is widely used in sample selection and prediction
filtering. We also implement confidence-guided sampling
strategies where we use prediction confidence from classi-
fier as selection criterion. We notice that when we adopt
hard anchors denoted by low confidence and push them to-
ward class center estimated by reliable features with high
confidence, we cannot achieve comparable results as our
density-guided sampling. It shows density information is
more effective in guiding the contrastive learning.
Multi-Scale Nearest Neighbor Graphs. We also investi-
gate the impact of size of nearest neighbor graphs on density

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 4. Qualitative results on PASCAL VOC 2012 val set based
on 1/8 classic set. (a) Input images. (b) Ground truth. (c) Results
from baseline with Lsup and Lunsup. (d) Results by ours.

estimation. Table 7 compares graphs with different number
of neighbors. We found that the optimal choice is around
16 neighbors. The performance slightly degenerates when
the graph size is further expanded to contain 64 neighbors.
Then, our multi-scale estimation upon 8, 16 and 32 neigh-
bors achieves best result among all settings.

4.4. Qualitative Results

Fig. 4 presents the qualitative results on PASCAL VOC
2012 datasets under 1/8 classic set. With minimal annota-
tions, self-training baseline performs poorly and even lose
track of categories as shown in the second and last row in
Fig. 4, where the model misclassifies pixels of sofa and
chair. The model with our DGCL training strategy can cap-
ture semantics and object structures more accurately.

5. Conclusion
In this work, we propose a novel Density-Guided Con-

trastive Learning (DGCL) strategy for semi-supervised se-
mantic segmentation, which aims to mine effective supervi-
sion from the geometry of clusters and enhance the train-
ing by tackling sparse regions inside. The core of our
method is the robust estimation of feature density, which
is achieved by multi-scale estimation within in-class fea-
ture distribution approximated by the memory bank. Ex-
tensive experiments under various settings have shown that
the proposed method outperforms existing state-of-the-art
methods, and the ablation study has revealed the effective-
ness of our DGCL.
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